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Pic2

Pic2: What has been left to watch for the users from
the Tabiat (Nature) bridge belvedere, reminds this
poem of Gheysar Aminpour (a contemporary Iranian
poet): «God created the village, human created the
city and poets, Utopia, which even in their dreams,
didn’t dream of it» Photo: Maryam Mansouri, 2015.
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Pic3: Two faces of Enghelab-e Eslami Avenue (Islamic Revolution ave). in front of
the entrance of Tehran Campus University : first, the functional use of the avenue
as an important roadway and pedestrian urban access _second, a people’s
gathering space for announcing their thoughts and demands while the Islamic
Revolution movements (1979). By hosting the revolutionary movements which
took place in Tehran, even Iran citizen’s collective memory is shaped.
Photo: Maryam Mansouri. http://tnews.ir/news/400734166764.html
Pic5

Pic5: “Artificial space, authoritarian space, decorated
space, …”, these are some characteristics for some kind
of urban public spaces that their people in charge’s
thought have been far from reality. A “Ritual pedestrian
way” in which engines and cars are present, trash
bucket is the most visible elements and temporary
structures are attraction of a very few users. They
manifest the paradox between the product and the
action. Everything shows some imposed superficial
decoration. Photo: Maryam Mansouri, 2015.
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Pic6: The Bastille square in Paris that acts as a roadway
access and as a totally pedestrian space by hosting
people who share some claims while a social or political
event. The same event happened in this very space
three hundred years ago while the movement of the
French Revolution succeeded and made Bastille square
persistent in the collective mind of Parisian citizens as
the space of protest and people’s victory. Photo right:
Maryam Mansouri. Left: Reuters media.
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Pic1

Pic1: People taking pictures as memories with
the urban landscape of Tehran from the Tabiat
(Nature) bridge belvedere. This fact that many
people not knowing each other choose the
same background of Northerner Mountains of
Tehran and Modarress highway for recording
a souvenir reveals the importance of the
landscape in their minds. They share this image
with other users, despite being strangers.
Photo: Maryam Mansouri, 2015.
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Pic4: Perspective of Imam Hossein square from
the BRT bus station: the separation of this space
is not only felt in the space but is also clearly
distinguished by vision. The separating mesh
walls, the minarets of the mosque which in fact,
are not too far away but seem very distant, the
beyond-human scale of the streets and the
lack of pedestrian access to this space are some
manifestations of this claim. It seems that Imam
Hussein square is suspended. Photo: Zeinab
Hanzakian & Maasoume Gholam-Rezayi, 2014.
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Abstract | Social space and aesthetics are the two concepts occupying nowadays a vast
position in urban literature. The link for this “dual” stays in the sense of space for human
and his role in founding this notion. Aestheticization actions through human intervention
in social space guide us to the emergence of a sense in the tangible experience of the
audience. These actions determine the compliance between the mind of the audience and
the sense. More harmonized is the aestheticization action with the society’s mind; deeper
will be the sense of the space for the users. In contrast, aestheticization actions that are far
from the society’s mind- usually for ideological, economical or missing program reasons;
turn clearly meaninglessness and confused in their product.
Idealistic perspectives in aestheticization actions on social space are [often] unsuccessful
and meaningless due tobeing far from the real society’s life and the user’s mind,.
When the aestheticization action isn’t harmonized with the method of intervention
in the social space, the level of compliance between its aim and the product tends to
decrease and the social space may fail. Since the aestheticization action is somehow a
human’s intervention for giving a sense to the space, it includes its activities in space and
its subjective importance for the user. Those aestheticization actions that follow only an
ideological aim and to realize, track one-dimensional tools, cannot achieve their aim and
turn meaningless.
Keywords | Social space, Aesthetics, Aestheticization action, Tehran.
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